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Amidst serenity
A quite little village
Yakten, in Sikkim,
is a beautiful
getaway for all
mountain lovers,
hikers and
adventurers
ANUSHKA ROY

‘T

he mountains are calling
and I must go’ is probably a
line each wanderer muses,
while he or she packs their bag and
walks down muddy uneven path, leading to the mountains. So this March
just after my exams got over, we
packed our bags and left for a quiet
little village in Sikkim, known as
Yakten.
Almost 135 kilometres from
Siliguri, winding up the mountain
roads shrouded in mist and caressed
by the marrow chilling winds, with
azure skies, lush green meadows,
orchid farms and a forest that smells
of the wild, Yakten is a beautiful
respite for all mountain lovers, hikers and adventurers.
If you find following a trail stereotypic and instead go on to create yours,
if you are planning for a get away from
the hustle and bustle of the monotonous city life during summers, then
a two night stay at one of the modest yet cosy home stays is just the
right place

CALLING SCHOOL STUDENTS
Join the Voices family!

Are you studying in Class VIII or above? Do you enjoy reading books, are into
creative writing and keen to share your thoughts with the world? Then this is the
place for you. A recommendation letter from your school principal/class teacher
is required. Write a short introduction telling us about yourself in 300 words in
an interesting manner.
Selected students will be called for a test-cum-interview at a later date. Mail
it to Voices, The Statesman, 4 Chowringhee Square, Kolkata - 700001. Or send email
to voices@thestatesman.com. Please write “Application for being a Voices Coordinator” at the top. Please attach your passport size photograph. Last date for
sending applications is 8 June 2018.
Hurry!

NURTURE YOUR EXPERIENCE

to snugly tuck oneself in.
Traversing through the deep pine
forests, following the muddy trail, the
steep rocky paths will lead to the Jhandi Dara view point that gives a clear
view of the immaculate Kanchenjunga.
One can walk down the village
paths, navigating from one orchid farm
to the other in the warm sunny
morning after watching a picturesque
sunrise at dawn. The evenings can
be spent around the camp fire singing
tribal songs, talking to the native people, peeking into their lifestyle,
savouring their cuisines and having
a gala time.
A few minutes ride will take you
to two beautiful old monasteries. The
serenity, the simplicity of life in the
mountains carving the horizon is like
a rhythm that expresses itself in the
tallness of the conifers, the colours
of rhododendrons, the freshness of
the air and the whiff of the wild.
We reached NJP early in the morning and boarded a car that took us
along the
dusty vil-

lage roads across the mountains by
the river Teesta. We past Teesta bazaar
where we saw the factories of the
pharmaceutical companies like Sun
Pharma and Glenmark.
After almost four and a half hours
our car took a sharp bend and
climbed up a mountain where it
came to a screeching halt. We finally reached our destination- orchid
homestay. Nestled in the lap of
Himalayas, offering cosy comfortable
and hospitable service, the homestay was nothing short of home for us.
After a sumptuous lunch of rice,
‘daal’ and egg curry, we set off to explore
the pine forest behind.
While we were lost amidst those
dense conifers, the sun took off to set.
Evening descended on us and we
returned to our homestay. There we
sat around the campfire along with
the local people and had a platter of
delectable snacks, and with giggles,
gossips and fun, the
evening faded
away to night
and we

retired for the day.
The next morning found us ready
with bamboo sticks, backpacks fastened to our backs as we made our
way through the forest to our trekking
destination, Jhandi Dara view point.
The uneven paths, the rocky steep
roads that we climbed up for almost
an hour surged a thrill and excitement
in me that was simply inexplicable.
By the time we reached there we had
almost lost three to four pounds
and were completely exhausted but
the excellent clear view of the
Kanchenjunga was rewarding enough.
And with just a blink of an eye, those
two activity filled days passed away
in a swish, making me long for more.
As the age old saying rings in my head
“you can never get enough of the
mountains.”
If in a dire need of destressing your
brain, if you are out in the search of
your soul then hop on and enjoy a
beautiful Himalayan treat.
Coordinator, Class XII, St Josephs Convent,
Chandanagore

Nurturing Young Seeds (NYS), a venture of Essel Group, has announced the second leg of NYS Leadership League 2018 with 'social entrepreneurship' as a
theme for this year. NYS Leadership League 2018, in association with Dish TV
and Zee Media, is a unique pan-India competition for children, aged 9 to 18
years, to provide life-changing exposure and experience. Children will get once
in a lifetime opportunity to work under supervision and guidance of prominent
leaders on various challenges.
Registrations are currently open and the last day to submit entries is 31 May
2018. NYS mission is to enable every child to know its potential and make them
versatile so that they make a difference in the world. It believes in empowering
them with skills they need for the future world of Artificial Intelligence.
To register, visit: www.nys.co.in

Celebrations galore
Every year institutions and groups celebrate the
day by performing his plays and songs, paying
homage to the genius. Nava Nalanda High
School organised “Rabindra Jayanti” celebration
honouring Tagore on 9 May.
Distinguished performers like Pramita Mallick,
Shamik Pal, Bratati Bandhopadhyay, Sraboni Sen,
Monomoy Bhattacharya, Sasha Ghosal, Sreya Guha Thakurta , Srikanta Acharya, Saikat Mitra
and several others performed at the event. The programme consisted of group performances
of songs and dances by about 450 students and teachers of the school. Rabindra sangeet
“Nuton Pran dao” and the dance drama Chitrangada were performed by the students of
the high school.
Sayantani Banerjee

Tribute to Bengals Bard
Students of Delhi Public School (Joka), South
Kolkata, paid homage to the philosopher and
great literary persona, Rabindranath Tagore,
on the eve of his birth anniversary. A short
cultural programme was organised to commemorate the occasion. Though it has
always been a customary annual practice to
celebrate this auspicious occasion in the school,
this year the main objective of the event was to revisit the works of Tagore in a new light.
The programme commenced with a floral tribute to the Bard. It was followed by a melodious performance of a ‘bandish’ from the ‘Bhimpalashi’ ‘raga’, in appreciation of the poet’s
ability to blend the elements of traditional classical music with his romantic sensibility. The
performance of ‘Natir Puja’, a dance drama adapted from the much read poem ‘Pujarini’,
by the students of classes V to IX was a sincere and innovative attempt to capture the spirit of the poet’s versatility. The act combined the myriad themes of devotion, non-violent
rebellion and martyrdom.
The final performance of the programme, ‘The Kabitascope’, was a colourful celebration of the union of nature and soul which comprises the very essence of Tagore’s Shantiniketan. Recitation of ‘The Baul’, enriched by instrumental rhythm and a dance performance brought the celebration to a close.

Showcasing talents
South Point’s recently organised
their inter-school one-act play competition ‘Masquerade’, where budding actors displayed their skills. As
many as 10 schools participated in
the competitionorganised under
Kalakosh, at G D Birla Sabhagar.
The various Inter-school Kalakosh
events, under the auspices of the MP
Birla Smarak Kosh (South Point), complete 22 years of their journey this year. The M. P. Birla Smarak Kosh (South Point) was formed
under the aegis of its Chairman, late Priyamvada Birla, by way of creating an endowment
with South Point School, to motivate students in academic and co-curricular spheres. Some
of the participating schools included La Martiniere School for Girls, Birla High School for
Boys, Gokhale Memorial Girls High School, Lakshmipat Singhania Academy, Mahadevi
BirlaWorld Academy, St Paul’s Mission School, BD Memorial International School, MC Kejriwal Vidyapeeth, The BSS School and the host, South Point High School.
Gokhale Memorial Girls’ High School emerged as the winner and received the M P Birla
Memorial Trophy and a cash award of Rs 15,000. Theatre personalities, Koushik Sen, Ashoke
Vishwanathan and Debajyoti (Bobby) Chakraborty judged the competition.

A unique display
SAYANTANI
BANERJEE
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ream Centre recently
organised an Art Exhibition in partnership with
Preemasree organisation.
The organisation provides free
shelter for visually impaired children in the city. It also aims at providing a conducive environment
based on the models of economic and academic opportunities,
allowing students to fully develop their skills and abilities.
The exhibition was inaugurated at the Cream Centre and by
artist, Mr Wasim R Kapoor and
Imran Zakir.
“We are partnering with likeminded organisations that are
seriously working towards making a measurable difference to the
lives of the underprivileged children like Lions Club of Kolkata Elite,

Round Table, Inner Wheel of Central Kolkata” they added. The inauguration was marked by the presence of dignitaries around the
city along with children from Preemasree organisation.
The exhibition made a feature
of a collector’s addition of recognised works and selected works of
budding artists, handpicked by a
panel of experts.
The exhibition included 22
paintings by artists Tanmoy Biswas,
Kuntal Dutta, Hrithik Chakraborty,
Joydip Mukherjee, Sudip Chatterjee,
Abhradeep Dutta, Arjun Bhattacharyajee, Sanjay Barik, Prasant
Menon, Partha Pan, Debasish
Das, Dr Gauri Kumra, Neetu Bhura,
Sandeep Rai, Anil Yadav, JyotirymoyAsh, Rupatan Naskar, Subhendu Ghosh, Captain Priya, Tapas
Majumdar and Pradip Chakraborty.
The paintings were for people
across different age groups and were
based on different themes.

Bidding adieu

A star-studded conclave
OISHEE
CHAKRABORTY

G

reentouch Entertainment Pvt. Ltd.
organised a starstudded Press
Conference on 16 May 2018
for their 12th venture, Sonar
Pahar, directed by
Parambrata Chattopadhyay. The cast and crew
included veteran actress,
Tanuja, who made a comeback in Bengali Cinema
after almost two decades.
Apart from her, there
was Jisshu Sengupta, Arunima Ghosh and child actor,
Sreejato Banerjee. A trailer of the movie along with
short introductory clips of
each of the characters was

A farewell was organised by the students of
KendriyaVidyalaya Barrackpore (army) to bid adieu
to their teacher, Mrs Seema Dasgupta, who
finally said goodbye to her Vidyalaya family. The
programme began with a small speech. “She has
left a mark upon every soul she touched” said Srijita and Asmita. Followed by was a musical performance by Satyaki on his violin and poem recitation by Sukanya and Archita, also students of class
XII.
The primary section students were also not left behind on expressing their love for this
exceptional teacher and performed splendidly on a Bengali Rabindra Sangeet and was followed by the song “I’ll always remember you”, by Priyanka and group. In the end, the students presented her with small tokens of love and asked for her blessings. In her farewell
speech, she thanked everyone for being a part of her wonderful journey and said that though
she might be leaving but will always be there if her students needed her.
Srijita Nandi, Asmita Bag, Class XII, Kendriya Vidyalaya, Barrackpore (Army)

screened.
The film, as been
explained by the director
and cast, is, in simple terms,
a story revolving around various human emotions and
relations growing with time
and stages of life. The
subject seemed very
relatable with mother-son
relation at the centre, which
is intricately decorated
with a lot of other characters, who give dimensions
to the entire story-line.
From the trailer and the
parts of the story shared by
the cast and crew, the movie
seems like a must watch.
The film will be hitting the
Cinemas on 7 June 2018.
Coordinator, Ex-Gokhale
Memorial Girls' School

Enthralling session
The Newtown School, Kolkata organised an enthralling TEDx session, a
live TED Talk for the first time in a
city school specially crafted for children of age group 12-14 years.
Around 100 students from different
schools of Kolkata attended the
TED X Youth event. The session’s
objective was to present multi-disciplinary ideas with a focus to
change attitudes, lives and the world for the next generation.
The event presented a wide range of ideas, ranging from a topic as elementary as ‘Good
Readers Make Good Leaders’ to a topic as complex and overwhelming as ‘Symmetry- The
Mathemagic of Nature’. There was a TEDx talk on the topic ‘Values of Value Education in a
School environment’, with the aim of making children aware of how values shape every
aspect of their lives.
Dr. Sunita Chugh, a known Leadership and Organisation Development (OD) professional, Mr Kunal Munshi, a first generation entrepreneur and well-known figure of the Solar
Power Industry and had delivered various lectures and been featured in numerous talks
on renew-able and solar powers Mr AshokeViswanathan, national and international award
winning director, screenplay writer, actor and presenter, Mr Amit Javalgi, deputy commissioner
at the Bidhannagar Police Commissionerate were present there during this occasion.

